
 

 

  



 

 

   



 

 

  

  



 

 

 

   

 

 

Laser Cutting 



 

 

 Rim capacity 14" - 56" 

 Bi-Directional Chuck with 2 rotational speeds 

 Italian pump optional 

 

 

 

Rim diameter 10"-24" 

Max. tire diameter 1000mm 

Tire width 1.5"-16" 

Max. tire weight 701<0 

Rotation speed 200r/ mim 
 

Balance precision 

 Assembly & Testing 

Package & 

Storage 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS  

 



DS-60A 

This product gained Europe CE  

 Rim diameter 10"-24" 

  

 Tire width 1 .5"-16" 

Max. tire weight 70kg Spindle speed 200rpm 

Balance precision 
 Motor 1 1  250W 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 



 

Machine quality: This product gained Europe CE certification. 

DS-60C 

Rim diameter 100-24" Max. tire diameter 1000mm 

 Tire width 1.5"-16" 
weight 70kg   Max. tire 

 Rotation speed 200r/ mim 

Balance precision 

 Motor 110V/220V 250W 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 



 

Machine quality: This product gained Europe CE certification. 

 Machine weight

 90kg  

Application range: This product makes fine adjustment for tyres of various light vehicles. 

Machine functions: 

1. It can realize automatic dynamic balance, static balance and aluminum alloy rim balance. 

2. Adopting pressure sensor, pressure datas show high precision. 

3. The protective cover is optional. 

DS-60C1 

hi6H-UFT 

EQUIPMENT 

www.hlequip.com 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

Max. tire diameter 1000mm 

Tire width 1.5"-16" 

Max. tire weight 70kg 



 

Machine quality: This product gained Europe CE certification. 

 Rim diameter 100-24' 

 Rotation speed 200r/ mim 

Machine weight 106kg 



 

Machine quality: This product gained Europe CE certification. 

Balance precision 
 Motor 11 OV/220V 250W 

Application range: This product makes fine adjustment for tyres of various light vehicles. 

Machine functions: 

1. It can realize automatic dynamic balance, static balance and aluminum alloy rim balance. 

2. Adopting pressure sensor, pressure datas show high precision. 

3. The protective cover is optional. 

4. with automatic measure ruler.  

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 



 

Machine quality: This product gained Europe CE certification. 

DS-90E 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

 

Rim diameter 1 on-24' 

Max. tire diameter 1000mm 

Tire width 1.5"-16" 

Max. tire weight 70kg 
  



 

Machine quality: This product gained Europe CE certification. 

 

 Rotation speed 200r/ mim 



DS-706A1 

11. It has  personal presentation. 

Machine  This product gained Europe  

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

7. The working head is plated hard chrcxne on tM surfn through roh sudden fire. thß Of treatlng proæsses insure intensity. toughness abrasi•æ resistarre.Advanced Itaty technology is introduced 

for this tyre changer. 330 pover arm l'hth a 100mm diameter of the larger cylinder, strong tire-pressing; a conical tire-pressing wtß, skid tire9. The round tum has symhrcmus centering ard fine 

adiustrnent functbn wtich make ttE operating of tyre changer more easy aM smooth. 
10. The tools touching nm directly like chanqnq working head. jays. crowbar and spade are all equipped With protector. these protectors ensure no hurl to the rim.pressing block (the tedh is below 

the tire-pressing block) (figure 01), angle of the cone tire-pressing and tire circumference is completely consistent smooth rotary pressing tire; It has aood personal presentatjm. ttü:k strono 

rigidness.standard aluminum screw can adjust the twght of tire-pressing block: reasonable supporting-tire disc anole strong supporting tire (figure 02): bead breaker shovel frame (figure 04) steel 

thick,  quüty: This product  reasonable tire shovel angle, smooth shovel tire. In such a configuration, making the tire pressure, shoveling tire smoothly, be a good helper changing tires 



 

 

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

Application range: Applicable for changing car tires whose rim diameter is  

 

  

 Working pressure 8-10bar 

380V/220V/11  

 Power 0.75kW/1.1kW 

Machine 
weight 

202kg 

Hi6H-UFT OVERALL 
DIMENSIONS 

1040
mm 

  

2.  

   

6. When the machine is running, the noise 
is low. 
7. The tools touching rim directly like 
changing working head, jaws, crowbar and spade 
are all equipped with protector, these protectors 
ensure no hurt to the rim. 
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DS-706C

3 

8. It has good personal presentation, thick steel  super  

Machine qualiW: This product  Europe CE certification. 

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 
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DS-706C4 

personal presentation, 

 steel quality: This product 

 Europe CE  

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

 Rim clamp from outside 100-22" 

 Rim clamp from inside 12"-24" 

 Max. wheel diameter 1040mm 

 Tire width 30-15" 

 Working pressure 8-1 Obar 

 Voltage 380v/220v/1 1 ov 

Power 0.75kW/1.1kW Machine weight 218kg 

1075mm 

hiEH-UFT 

e.e.e 

7 mm 

7mm 

Application range: Applicable for changing car tyres whose rim 

diameter is between 10"-24'. Product features: Adopting semi-

automatic lateral swinging arm and two-sides helper to change 

tyres. 

Machine functions: 

I. Adjusting mobile slider to be suitable for different rim ranges. 

2. The motion structure of the four automatic alignment gripping jaws on the 

turn plate is link mechanism, which has synchronizing function and fix center 

automaticalty when gripping from outside to inside. 

3. The once forming mobile slider and the design of processing 

machinery structure made it not easy to deformation. 
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hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

4. The working head is plated hard chrome on the surface through high 

frequency sudden fire, this kind of treating processes insure the 

intensity, toughness and abrasive resistance. 

5. The round working tum plate has synchronous centering and fine adjustment 

function which make the operating of 

tyre changer more easy and smooth. 

6. When the machine is running. the noise is low. 

7. The tools touching rim directty like changing working head. jaws, 

crowbar and spade are all equipped with protector, these protectors ensure 

no hurt to the rim. 

8. It has good thick plate and super strong rigidness. Machine 

gained certification. 

THE DETAILS OF THE FEATURE DISPLAY 

Standard 310 and 210 bilateral power arm. Tire-pressing block has dual functions. can both pressing tire and supporting bre. When 

packing, 310 and 210 can be removed, placed inside the host pakcing. saving transportation costs, economical and practical. ( 

DS-706C4 



 

steel Plate and super  

Machine quality:  gained  CE certification. 

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 
 Rim clamp from 

outside 10"-22" 

  Rim clamp from inside 12"-24"  

 Max. wheel diameter 1040mm 

  Tire width 3"-15"  

 Working pressure 8-1 Obar 

Voltage

 380V/220V/110V Power

 0.75kW/1.1kW 

  Machine weight 244kg  

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

14  1  m 



 

steel gained  CE certification. 

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

Application range: Applicable for changing car tyres whose rim diameter is between  

Product features: Adopting semi—automatic lateral swinging arm and left helper to change tyres. 

Machine functions: 

I. Central pressing tyre function makes jaws grip rim fast. 

2. Adjusting mobile slider to be suitable tor different rim ranges. 

3. The motion structure of the four automatic alignment gripping jaws on the turn plate is link mechanism, which has synchronizing 

function and fix center automatically when gripping from outside to inside. 

4. The once forming mobile Slider and the design of processing machinery structure made it not easy to deformation. 

5. The working head is Plated hard chrome on the surface through high frequency sudden fire. this kind of treating processes insure the 

intensity. toughness and abrasive resistance. 

6. The round working turn plate has synchronous centering and fine adjustment function which make the operating of tyre changer more 

easy and smooth. 

7. The tools touching rim directly like changing working head, jaws, crowbar and spade are all equipped with protector, these protectors 

ensure no hurt to the rim. 

8. It has good personal presentation. thick  strong rigidness. 

 This product  Europe  

DS-706C5 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

 Rim clamp from outside 10"-22" 

 Rim clamp from inside 12"-24" 

 Max. wheel diameter 1040mm 

 Tire width 3"-15" 

 Working pressure 8-10bar 

 Voltage 380V/220V/11 ov 

Power 0.75kW/1.1kW Machine weight 202kg 

 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
HiGH-lJFT 

  

THE DETAILS OF THE FEATURE DISPLAY  



 

steel Plate and super  

Machine quality:  gained  CE certification. 

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

104 Omm 

Application range: Applicable for changing car tyres whose rim diameter is between 100-24'. 
00 

Product features: Adopting semi-automatic lateral swinging arm and left helper to change tyres. 
Machine functions: 

1 . Adjusting mobile slider to be suitable for different rim ranges. 
2. The motion structure of the four automatic alignment gripping jaws on the turn plate is link mechanism, which has synchronizing function 

and fix center automatically when gripping from outside to inside. 

3. The once forming mobile slider and the design of processing machinery structure made it not easy to deformation. 

4. The working head is plated hard chrome on the surface through high frequency sudden fire, this kind of treating processes insure the 

intensity, toughness and abrasive resistance. 

5. The round working turn plate has synchronous centering and fine adjustment function which make the operating of tyre changer more easy 

and smooth. 

6. When the machine is running, the noise is low. 982mm 789 mm 

7. The tools touching rim directly like changing working head, jaws, crowbar and spade are all equipped with protector, these protectors 

ensure no hurt to the rim. 

8. It has good personal presentation, thick plate and super strong rigidness. Machine quality: This product Europe  



 

Machine qualib;:  gained Europe CE certification. 

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT   



 

Machine quality:  gained Europe CE  

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT   
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EQUIPMENT   



 

Machine quality:  gained Europe CE  

hi6H-UFT www.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT   
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EQUIPMENT DS-

706D 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

Rim clamp from outside 10"-24' 
Rim clamp from inside 12"-26• 

Max. wheel diameter 1 150mm 

Tire width 3"-15• 

Working pressure 8-1 Obar 

Voltage 380V/220V/11 
ov 

Power 1.0kW/1.5kW 

Machine weight 220kg 





DS-806A 

 has good  thick  

Machine quality: This product gained Europe  
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806B 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806C 

 has good  thick  
Machine quality: This product gained Europe  
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806D 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 

 

hi6H-UFTwww.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806E 

 has good  thick  
Machine quality: This product gained Europe  
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806F 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 

 

hi6H-UFTwww.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806G 

 has good  thick  
Machine quality: This product gained Europe  

 

hi6H-UFTwww.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806H 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 

 

hi6H-UFTwww.hlequip.com 

EQUIPMENT 

 

THE DETAILS OF THE FEATURE DISPLAY  

Scope of application: This product is suitable for semi-automatic changing tires of all kinds of small and medium-

sized cars. rim diameter in 111—26' . 

Product features: Changing tyres. using semi-automatic horizontal swing arm. Equippe 



DS-806I 

 has good  thick  
Machine quality: This product gained Europe  
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806J 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806K 

 has good  thick  
Machine quality: This product gained Europe  
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806L 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806M 

 has good  thick  
Machine quality: This product gained Europe  
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EQUIPMENT 

  



DS-806N 

thick steel plate and super 

quality: Europe CE certification. 
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EQUIPMENT 

  



 

 

 


